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AbstractAbstract

Some experts predict that at the present consumption rate of fosSome experts predict that at the present consumption rate of fossil fuels ( sil fuels ( 
coal, natural gas, crude oil) by the year 2050 the price of a gacoal, natural gas, crude oil) by the year 2050 the price of a gallon of  llon of  
gasoline will reach twenty five hundred dollars and the cost to gasoline will reach twenty five hundred dollars and the cost to heat a heat a 
home as much as eight thousand dollars. In view of the present home as much as eight thousand dollars. In view of the present 
consumption rate and in consideration of the negative effect conconsumption rate and in consideration of the negative effect consumption sumption 
has on the Earth�s environment, clearly, Man must actively pursuhas on the Earth�s environment, clearly, Man must actively pursue e 
development of alternative energy sources which are i) clean enedevelopment of alternative energy sources which are i) clean energies; ii) rgies; ii) 
plentiful; iii) and accessible.  A clean need exists and a commiplentiful; iii) and accessible.  A clean need exists and a commitment must tment must 
be made to advance emerging green energy sources and the technolbe made to advance emerging green energy sources and the technologies ogies 
necessary to utilize them.  Such commitment would include effortnecessary to utilize them.  Such commitment would include efforts to s to 
refine cold fusion technology with a view toward utilization of refine cold fusion technology with a view toward utilization of alternate alternate 
green fuels, green fuels, synsyn--fuels, biofuels, bio--fuels, etc.  Other sources such as Hydrogen, fuels, etc.  Other sources such as Hydrogen, 
Deuterium, Tritium, and H3, which are plentiful on the lunar surDeuterium, Tritium, and H3, which are plentiful on the lunar surface face 
could supply Mans� energy needs for millennia to come.  As spacecould supply Mans� energy needs for millennia to come.  As space
commerce, lunar commercialization and environmental concerns on commerce, lunar commercialization and environmental concerns on earth earth 
and the moon mature, Man must take steps to assure preservation and the moon mature, Man must take steps to assure preservation of of 
known sites where available lunar energy resources are located aknown sites where available lunar energy resources are located as well as s well as 
preserving historically significant sites for future generationspreserving historically significant sites for future generations. These . These 
issues are discussed and proposals presented toward advancement issues are discussed and proposals presented toward advancement of of 
organized commercialization and preservation of lunar assets.organized commercialization and preservation of lunar assets.



IntroductionIntroduction

Of two things I am certain.  Number one: Earth�s natural reOf two things I am certain.  Number one: Earth�s natural resources are sources are 
finite.  Number two:  Man�s continued consumption of those naturfinite.  Number two:  Man�s continued consumption of those natural al 
resources will result in exhaustion of those resources over timeresources will result in exhaustion of those resources over time.  I can .  I can 
only speculate as to the exact day and date that the last of theonly speculate as to the exact day and date that the last of the precious precious 
natural resources will be exhumed from the bowels of  Mother Earnatural resources will be exhumed from the bowels of  Mother Earth and th and 
be depleted.  Most certainly in the case of fossil fuels that dabe depleted.  Most certainly in the case of fossil fuels that date is not too te is not too 
far in the offing.  Some experts predict that at the present confar in the offing.  Some experts predict that at the present consumption sumption 
rate of coal, natural gas and crude oil that by the year 2050 thrate of coal, natural gas and crude oil that by the year 2050 the price of a e price of a 
gallon of gasoline will reach  gallon of gasoline will reach  [1][1] twenty five hundred dollars per gallon twenty five hundred dollars per gallon 
and the cost to provide coal sufficient to heat a homeand the cost to provide coal sufficient to heat a home--based boiler will based boiler will 
cost around eight thousand dollars.  Of course these estimates acost around eight thousand dollars.  Of course these estimates are re 
proffered by present day experts in the field of Exopolitics andproffered by present day experts in the field of Exopolitics and are are 
certainly suspect.  On the other hand there is a degree of validcertainly suspect.  On the other hand there is a degree of validity to what ity to what 
these experts predict if we lend any credence at all to the these experts predict if we lend any credence at all to the [2][2] Malthusian Malthusian 
Theory which history has found to be valid, is relevant and logiTheory which history has found to be valid, is relevant and logical.cal.

[1][1] See: See: http://www.energybulletin.net/22839.htmlhttp://www.energybulletin.net/22839.html
[2][2] See: http://artsSee: http://arts--sciences.cua.edu/econ/faculty/aguirre/resenv.htmsciences.cua.edu/econ/faculty/aguirre/resenv.htm



DiscussionDiscussion
In view of the present consumption rate of fossil fuels wiIn view of the present consumption rate of fossil fuels with consideration to the th consideration to the 
negative effects that consumption has in terms of  impacting on negative effects that consumption has in terms of  impacting on the Earth�s the Earth�s 
environment, clearly, Man must actively pursue a commitment to senvironment, clearly, Man must actively pursue a commitment to sustained ustained 
development of alternative energy (technologies and) sources whidevelopment of alternative energy (technologies and) sources which are i) clean ch are i) clean 
energies; ii) plentiful; iii) and accessible.  The most likely oenergies; ii) plentiful; iii) and accessible.  The most likely of possible clean f possible clean 
energies would include Hydrogen (which occurs in nature as H20 aenergies would include Hydrogen (which occurs in nature as H20 and is plentiful nd is plentiful 
on Earth; Hydrogen gas does not occur in nature on the earth buton Earth; Hydrogen gas does not occur in nature on the earth but can be can be 
economically manufactured and utilized as a fuel source); Deutereconomically manufactured and utilized as a fuel source); Deuterium, Tritium ium, Tritium 
(isotopes of Hydrogen) and element H3 (see: (isotopes of Hydrogen) and element H3 (see: 
http://http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_fusionen.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_fusion ) all of which are known to be ) all of which are known to be 
plentiful, readily accessible and retrievable from large depositplentiful, readily accessible and retrievable from large deposits on the Cislunar s on the Cislunar 
surface.  surface.  

As realistic benchmarks and milestones related to economicAs realistic benchmarks and milestones related to economical space al space 
commercialization continues to mature and develop on the earth acommercialization continues to mature and develop on the earth and exploitation nd exploitation 
of lunar assets is eventually within capability, consideration mof lunar assets is eventually within capability, consideration must be given to the ust be given to the 
most likely natural extant lunar resources which could be utilizmost likely natural extant lunar resources which could be utilized to sustain ed to sustain 
Man�s existence on Earth.  In my opinion nuclear or cold fusion,Man�s existence on Earth.  In my opinion nuclear or cold fusion, i.e., development i.e., development 
of the technological capability to create a sustained, controlleof the technological capability to create a sustained, controlled cold nuclear fusion d cold nuclear fusion 
reaction (and associated instrumentation), as well as earth and reaction (and associated instrumentation), as well as earth and lunarlunar--based based 
economic infrastructure and incentives to bring about the transieconomic infrastructure and incentives to bring about the transition, promises to tion, promises to 
be the fundamental technology that must ultimately be utilized bbe the fundamental technology that must ultimately be utilized by Mankind in its y Mankind in its 
shift from a hydrocarbonshift from a hydrocarbon--

[1] See: http://www.energybulletin.net/22839.html[1] See: http://www.energybulletin.net/22839.html



consumption based global economy to an economy based on uticonsumption based global economy to an economy based on utilization of lization of 
H3 which is plentiful and comprises approximately seventy five pH3 which is plentiful and comprises approximately seventy five percent of ercent of 
the Moon�s surface.  This global transition from use of fossil fthe Moon�s surface.  This global transition from use of fossil fuels to uels to 
synthetic or intermediary energy sources (e.g., hydrogen fuel cesynthetic or intermediary energy sources (e.g., hydrogen fuel cells, lls, synsyn--
fuels and biofuels and bio--fuels) to nuclear fusion in order to supply Man�s energy fuels) to nuclear fusion in order to supply Man�s energy 
needs are consistent with needs are consistent with ZechariaZecharia Sitchin�sSitchin�s prediction of Mankind�s prediction of Mankind�s 
elevation to a Class 1 Interplanetary Society and are possible pelevation to a Class 1 Interplanetary Society and are possible provided rovided 
concerned parties, such as world governments, energy producers, concerned parties, such as world governments, energy producers, ��astroastro--
entrepreneurs� and concerned peoples commit to collaborate towarentrepreneurs� and concerned peoples commit to collaborate toward d 
achieving a common, collective energyachieving a common, collective energy--sustaining objective designed to sustaining objective designed to 
enable the ultimate sustainability of life as we know it on the enable the ultimate sustainability of life as we know it on the planet planet 
Earth.Earth.

As  Alfred As  Alfred LambremontLambremont WebreWebre, JD, Med has stated in his book, , JD, Med has stated in his book, 
Exopolitics: A Decade of Contact Exopolitics: A Decade of Contact -- PART TWO,  �Universe society PART TWO,  �Universe society 
extends throughout the entire cosmos.  Its basic unit of organizextends throughout the entire cosmos.  Its basic unit of organization is the ation is the 
lifelife--bearing planet. Universe society continuously monitors intelligebearing planet. Universe society continuously monitors intelligent nt 
civilizations on lifecivilizations on life--bearing planets. At a certain stage of a lifebearing planets. At a certain stage of a life--bearing bearing 
planet, its intelligent civilization becomes part of Universe goplanet, its intelligent civilization becomes part of Universe governance. vernance. 
This is how Earth's early civilization originally became part ofThis is how Earth's early civilization originally became part of Universe Universe 
society.�  Further, �How humanity is ultimately governed by Univsociety.�  Further, �How humanity is ultimately governed by Universal ersal 
law, which operates much like other natural and governmental lawlaw, which operates much like other natural and governmental laws ons on



Earth. How politics and government do not stop at Earth�s eEarth. How politics and government do not stop at Earth�s edge. How our dge. How our 
position in interplanetary society is determined by what human sposition in interplanetary society is determined by what human society as ociety as 
a whole does on Earth a whole does on Earth �� all politics are local, global, and then universal. all politics are local, global, and then universal. 
How a planetary security system based on militarization and war How a planetary security system based on militarization and war 
effectively cuts us off from Universal society. How a progressiveffectively cuts us off from Universal society. How a progressive planetary e planetary 
society sets the stage for political reintegration into Universesociety sets the stage for political reintegration into Universe society.�society.�

It is from this perspective that I advance the proposition It is from this perspective that I advance the proposition that Mankind that Mankind 
must act now to take actions to protect these and other criticalmust act now to take actions to protect these and other critical
extraterrestrial assets.  Immediate action based on a global conextraterrestrial assets.  Immediate action based on a global consensus sensus 
must be undertaken in view of the inadequacies of present Space must be undertaken in view of the inadequacies of present Space Law Law 
with regard to clear definition of ownership rights of natural rwith regard to clear definition of ownership rights of natural resources esources 
and the failure to provide for the protection and preservation oand the failure to provide for the protection and preservation of f 
historicallyhistorically--significance landing sites regardless of where these may be in significance landing sites regardless of where these may be in 

the Universe.the Universe.

[1] See: http://arts[1] See: http://arts--sciences.cua.edu/econ/faculty/aguirre/resenv.htmsciences.cua.edu/econ/faculty/aguirre/resenv.htm



A loophole in Space Law allows individuals and companies toA loophole in Space Law allows individuals and companies to hold hold 
Mineral Rights on the Moon, Mars and other celestial bodies. GroMineral Rights on the Moon, Mars and other celestial bodies. Growing wing 
concern from Scientists that these rights may be held hostage haconcern from Scientists that these rights may be held hostage have been ve been 
alleviated by a three man North American team; Dr. Joseph Resnicalleviated by a three man North American team; Dr. Joseph Resnick, Dr. k, Dr. 
Timothy R. O'Neill and Mr. Guy Cramer (ROCTimothy R. O'Neill and Mr. Guy Cramer (ROC--Resnick/O'Neill/Cramer Resnick/O'Neill/Cramer 
team) who have claimed acquisition of the mineral rights for 95%team) who have claimed acquisition of the mineral rights for 95% of the of the 
side of the moon that faces Earth (cislunar), the lunar polar reside of the moon that faces Earth (cislunar), the lunar polar regions and gions and 
50% of the land mass on the far side of the moon. 50% of the land mass on the far side of the moon. 

194,068 square Kilometers have been secured on the far side194,068 square Kilometers have been secured on the far side of the lunar of the lunar 
surface for a future Moon base for observatories, (Picture and surface for a future Moon base for observatories, (Picture and 
coordinates at end of article) and strategic landing bases.  Loccoordinates at end of article) and strategic landing bases.  Located at the ated at the 
exact middle of the opposite side of the moon the base may one dexact middle of the opposite side of the moon the base may one day ay 
become home to the most powerful telescopic, radio, gamma ray� become home to the most powerful telescopic, radio, gamma ray� 
observatories in human history. The name of the site is called tobservatories in human history. The name of the site is called the Icarus he Icarus 
Lunar Observatory Base (ILOB) there is a crater within the proteLunar Observatory Base (ILOB) there is a crater within the protected cted 
region called Icarus. This is the farthest solid point away fromregion called Icarus. This is the farthest solid point away from Earth in Earth in 
our moonour moon--planet combination.planet combination.

Jeffrey G. Taylor, a University of Hawaii geophysicist staJeffrey G. Taylor, a University of Hawaii geophysicist states "The moon tes "The moon 
is good place to do spaceis good place to do space--based astronomy, as it moves rather slowlybased astronomy, as it moves rather slowly



compared to the whipping around like current space telescopcompared to the whipping around like current space telescopes. The es. The 
moon also has a more stable surface than the Earth and no atmospmoon also has a more stable surface than the Earth and no atmospheric heric 
interference. "That means you can spread out a baseline of opticinterference. "That means you can spread out a baseline of optical al 
telescopes for telescopes for interferometryinterferometry," Taylor says. "It would be really big. At ," Taylor says. "It would be really big. At 
Mauna Kea (Hawaii) they are hooking up the two Keck telescopes wMauna Kea (Hawaii) they are hooking up the two Keck telescopes with a ith a 
100100--meter baseline. On the moon, they could have a 10 kilometer (6 mmeter baseline. On the moon, they could have a 10 kilometer (6 mile) ile) 
baseline.�baseline.�

The moon also is big enough to enable placement and construThe moon also is big enough to enable placement and construction of  ction of  
huge steerable radio telescopes, significantly larger than the shuge steerable radio telescopes, significantly larger than the steerable teerable 
dishes at the Very Large Array in New Mexico and at Poker Flats dishes at the Very Large Array in New Mexico and at Poker Flats in in 
Alaska.Alaska.

The reason the far side of the moon is often referred to asThe reason the far side of the moon is often referred to as the dark side the dark side 
has nothing to do with lack of sunlight as the far side gets thehas nothing to do with lack of sunlight as the far side gets the same same 
amount of sunlight that the nearside does within a lunar month. amount of sunlight that the nearside does within a lunar month. However However 
as the nearside of the moon always faces earth when spacecraft gas the nearside of the moon always faces earth when spacecraft go behind o behind 
the moon it is unable to communicate with earththe moon it is unable to communicate with earth--based radios. based radios. 

Consequently the spacecraft goes into communications blackoConsequently the spacecraft goes into communications blackout asut as



there is no capability for direct line of sight transmissiothere is no capability for direct line of sight transmission.  Thus the far n.  Thus the far 
side of the moon is referred to as �dark� due to the lack of abiside of the moon is referred to as �dark� due to the lack of ability to lity to 
receive radio signals from earth. This is why the exact middle oreceive radio signals from earth. This is why the exact middle of the far f the far 
side was selected for the observatory site as it is the quietistside was selected for the observatory site as it is the quietist area for this area for this 
type of listening device such as a radio telescope. There is alstype of listening device such as a radio telescope. There is also the benefit o the benefit 
within the visual spectrum as when the moon is full from earth within the visual spectrum as when the moon is full from earth 
perspective the far side of the moon is in almost complete darknperspective the far side of the moon is in almost complete darkness as the ess as the 
shine from the earth and sun are on the opposite side, this lackshine from the earth and sun are on the opposite side, this lack of of 
reflection and direct or indirect sunlight will make for favorabreflection and direct or indirect sunlight will make for favorable le 
conditions unlike any on earth or in earths orbit.conditions unlike any on earth or in earths orbit.

After setting aside 8.9 million acres around Apollo 11 LunaAfter setting aside 8.9 million acres around Apollo 11 Lunar landing site r landing site 
in 2004, ROC Team designated the area as a "World Heritage Site"in 2004, ROC Team designated the area as a "World Heritage Site". The . The 
ROC team announced that it was holding more than 75% of the LunaROC team announced that it was holding more than 75% of the Lunar r 
Mineral rights to allow for the extraction of HeliumMineral rights to allow for the extraction of Helium--3 and other minerals 3 and other minerals 
for the advancement of Space Exploration, Earth and Space Sciencfor the advancement of Space Exploration, Earth and Space Sciences and es and 
safer more efficient energy production. Seesafer more efficient energy production. See Moon can be mined for Moon can be mined for 
abundant Heliumabundant Helium--3 to be used in Fusion Reactors on Earth and Space.3 to be used in Fusion Reactors on Earth and Space.



Moon Moon -- Protected Icarus Region (Dark Side Observatory Park) Protected Icarus Region (Dark Side Observatory Park) 
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On January 14, 2004 U.S. President Bush announced a new vision fOn January 14, 2004 U.S. President Bush announced a new vision for or 
NASA that incorporated a human return to the Moon by 2020, folloNASA that incorporated a human return to the Moon by 2020, followw--on on 
exploration of Mars and other destinations.exploration of Mars and other destinations.

Astronaut Harrison Schmitt in Lunar Roving Vehicle during ApoAstronaut Harrison Schmitt in Lunar Roving Vehicle during Apollo 17 mission to the moon December, 1972llo 17 mission to the moon December, 1972



A recent meeting of some 200 scientists from 17 countries expectA recent meeting of some 200 scientists from 17 countries expects "lunar s "lunar 
landers cooperating into an international lunar robotic village landers cooperating into an international lunar robotic village before before 
2014", evolving technologies for human2014", evolving technologies for human--tended missions that prepare the tended missions that prepare the 
ground for an "effective, affordable human lunar exploration andground for an "effective, affordable human lunar exploration and
permanent presence by 2024.�permanent presence by 2024.�

Nuclear fusion holds the promise of producing massive amounNuclear fusion holds the promise of producing massive amounts of energy ts of energy 
without the radioactive byproducts of fissionwithout the radioactive byproducts of fission--powered plants.powered plants.

Dr. Larry Taylor director of UT�s Planetary Geosciences InsDr. Larry Taylor director of UT�s Planetary Geosciences Institute in titute in 
Knoxville says, �The moon is an orbiting space station. All the Knoxville says, �The moon is an orbiting space station. All the things you things you 
might need for planetary travel are theremight need for planetary travel are there��hydrogen, oxygen, carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, carbon, 
and other essentials. You can find ways to process or mine the mand other essentials. You can find ways to process or mine the moon and oon and 
its soil, but there�s a lot of stuff up there we could use down its soil, but there�s a lot of stuff up there we could use down here too. The here too. The 
abundance of helium on the moon represents �the Persian Gulf of abundance of helium on the moon represents �the Persian Gulf of energy energy 
in the 21st century.� Helium, with an atomic mass of 3, could hain the 21st century.� Helium, with an atomic mass of 3, could have huge ve huge 
importance for generating energy on earth. In 1999 Taylor wrote,importance for generating energy on earth. In 1999 Taylor wrote, �There �There 
is more than 100 times more energy in the heliumis more than 100 times more energy in the helium--3 on the moon than in 3 on the moon than in 
all the economically recoverable coal, oil, and natural gas on eall the economically recoverable coal, oil, and natural gas on earth.�arth.�

Scientists estimate there is at least 1 million tons of helScientists estimate there is at least 1 million tons of helium 3 on the moon, ium 3 on the moon, 
enough to power the world for thousands of years. The He3 is maienough to power the world for thousands of years. The He3 is mainly nly 
imbedded in an ore called Ilmenite.imbedded in an ore called Ilmenite.



A space vehicle with a payload bay the size of a space shuttle cA space vehicle with a payload bay the size of a space shuttle could bring ould bring 
back enough heliumback enough helium--3 to generate the electricity to satisfy the United 3 to generate the electricity to satisfy the United 
States� needs for a full year.States� needs for a full year.

Particles of hydrogen and helium in the solar wind that strParticles of hydrogen and helium in the solar wind that strikes the moon ikes the moon 
become embedded in the rocks and soil. This doesn�t happen on thbecome embedded in the rocks and soil. This doesn�t happen on the earth e earth 
because our atmosphere and our magnetic field shield our planet because our atmosphere and our magnetic field shield our planet from from 
these solar particles.these solar particles.

It has been estimated that helium 3 would have a cash valueIt has been estimated that helium 3 would have a cash value of $5.7 billion of $5.7 billion 
a ton in terms of its current energy equivalent to oil at <$40 pa ton in terms of its current energy equivalent to oil at <$40 per barrel oil.er barrel oil.

At $40,000 to $60,000 per kilo for transporting materials fAt $40,000 to $60,000 per kilo for transporting materials from Earth to rom Earth to 
the Moon, it is not cost effective to go to the Moon even for puthe Moon, it is not cost effective to go to the Moon even for pure gold re gold 
(Au), at today's price of <$15,500 per kilogram. He3 equivalent (Au), at today's price of <$15,500 per kilogram. He3 equivalent energy energy 
valuevalue inin today�s dollars istoday�s dollars is $5.7 Million per kilogram making this venture $5.7 Million per kilogram making this venture 
for the He3 fusion reactant worth the effort and cost.for the He3 fusion reactant worth the effort and cost.

While the vehicles for retrieving resources from the moon aWhile the vehicles for retrieving resources from the moon are being re being 
designed and built, Taylor thinks the nationdesigned and built, Taylor thinks the nation��and the worldand the world��can speed can speed 
research and development of fusion reactors that could process hresearch and development of fusion reactors that could process helium elium 
trapped in lunar material.trapped in lunar material.



A deficiency in International Space Law (Treaty) forbids anA deficiency in International Space Law (Treaty) forbids any party to the y party to the 
Treaty from owning or exploiting any natural resources from any Treaty from owning or exploiting any natural resources from any 
celestial body by signatories to the Treaty.  This deficiency encelestial body by signatories to the Treaty.  This deficiency enables ables 
individuals not a signatory to that Treaty to make certain claimindividuals not a signatory to that Treaty to make certain claims with s with 
regard to the physical real estate and minerals found on celestiregard to the physical real estate and minerals found on celestial bodies.  al bodies.  
Consequently, individuals and companies have asserted claims to Consequently, individuals and companies have asserted claims to 
ownership of both tracts of land and the minerals contained withownership of both tracts of land and the minerals contained within those in those 
areas known as Mineral Rights.  These claims have been asserted,areas known as Mineral Rights.  These claims have been asserted, and and 
uncontested with regard to sizeable land masses and underlying muncontested with regard to sizeable land masses and underlying mineral ineral 
rights on the Moon, Mars and other celestial bodies. Growing conrights on the Moon, Mars and other celestial bodies. Growing concern cern 
from Scientists that these rights may be held hostage have been from Scientists that these rights may be held hostage have been alleviated alleviated 
by a three man North American team; Dr. Joseph Resnick, Dr. Timoby a three man North American team; Dr. Joseph Resnick, Dr. Timothy thy 
R. O'Neill and Guy Cramer (ROCR. O'Neill and Guy Cramer (ROC--Resnick/O'Neill/Cramer team) who Resnick/O'Neill/Cramer team) who 
have acquired the mineral rights for 95% of the cislunar areas (have acquired the mineral rights for 95% of the cislunar areas (side of the side of the 
moon that faces Earth), the polar regions and 50% of the far sidmoon that faces Earth), the polar regions and 50% of the far side of the e of the 
moon that may be strategically (and militarily) useful for defenmoon that may be strategically (and militarily) useful for defending the ding the 
Earth from possible global extinction episodes, asteroids or thrEarth from possible global extinction episodes, asteroids or threats from eats from 
EBE�sEBE�s..



After setting aside 8.9 million acres of land in and aroundAfter setting aside 8.9 million acres of land in and around the Apollo 11 the Apollo 11 
Lunar landing site and designated as a "World Heritage Site", thLunar landing site and designated as a "World Heritage Site", the ROC e ROC 
team announced that it was holding more than 75% of the Lunar Miteam announced that it was holding more than 75% of the Lunar Mineral neral 
rights to allow for the extraction of Heliumrights to allow for the extraction of Helium--3 and other minerals for the 3 and other minerals for the 
advancement of Space Exploration, Earth and Space Sciences, Spacadvancement of Space Exploration, Earth and Space Sciences, Space e 
Commerce, preservation of lunar and Commerce, preservation of lunar and martianmartian infrastructure with a view infrastructure with a view 
toward safer more efficient energy production.toward safer more efficient energy production.

With the mineral rights secured, the ROC team is determinedWith the mineral rights secured, the ROC team is determined to oversee to oversee 
the extraction process for He3 and other minerals for any robotithe extraction process for He3 and other minerals for any robotic or c or 
human ventures to obtain these materials to ensure the Moon doeshuman ventures to obtain these materials to ensure the Moon doesn�t n�t 
become a series of scared surface mines visible from Earth or fubecome a series of scared surface mines visible from Earth or future ture 
lunar orbiting space stations. Visual Mitigation of mining siteslunar orbiting space stations. Visual Mitigation of mining sites will be a will be a 
priority so that the expected large scale strip mining doesn�t tpriority so that the expected large scale strip mining doesn�t turn the urn the 
moon into a celestial eyesore. moon into a celestial eyesore. 

While the ROC team could become the DeBeers of lunar He3 anWhile the ROC team could become the DeBeers of lunar He3 and d 
Martian Gold they have decided that the isotope should not be ruMartian Gold they have decided that the isotope should not be run like a n like a 
commodity to profit from commodity to profit from -- given the important nature of He3 and costs in given the important nature of He3 and costs in 
travel, mining, acquiring, refining and transporting it back to travel, mining, acquiring, refining and transporting it back to Earth. Earth. 
However, future mineral extraction will However, future mineral extraction will 
require a small lease to cover the costs of planning for visual require a small lease to cover the costs of planning for visual mitigation mitigation 
and environmental oversight by the ROC team. "The Lunar surface and environmental oversight by the ROC team. "The Lunar surface will will 
look the same after the mining is done as it was prior to the milook the same after the mining is done as it was prior to the mining.ning.



The environmental and visual preservation of all extraterreThe environmental and visual preservation of all extraterrestrial bodies strial bodies 
must be factored into any planning of future lunar mining operatmust be factored into any planning of future lunar mining operations", ions", 
the Team said.the Team said.

While efficient He3 reactors are still being tested and refWhile efficient He3 reactors are still being tested and refined, many ined, many 
advances have been made in the past few years. Only a few poundsadvances have been made in the past few years. Only a few pounds of of 
helium 3 are known to exist on Earth mostly the byhelium 3 are known to exist on Earth mostly the by--product of nuclearproduct of nuclear--
weapon production efforts.weapon production efforts.

Reactors that exploit the fusion of deuterium and tritium rReactors that exploit the fusion of deuterium and tritium release 80 elease 80 
percent of their energy in the form of radioactive neutrons, whipercent of their energy in the form of radioactive neutrons, which ch 
exponentially increase production and safety costs, states Geralexponentially increase production and safety costs, states Gerald d 
KulcinskiKulcinski, Director of the Fusion Technology Institute (FTI) at the , Director of the Fusion Technology Institute (FTI) at the 
University of Wisconsin at Madison. University of Wisconsin at Madison. 

In contrast, helium 3 fusion would produce little residual In contrast, helium 3 fusion would produce little residual radioactivity. radioactivity. 
Helium 3, an isotope of the familiar helium used to inflate ballHelium 3, an isotope of the familiar helium used to inflate balloons and oons and 
blimps, has a nucleus with two protons and one neutron. A nucleablimps, has a nucleus with two protons and one neutron. A nuclear r 
reactor based on the fusion of helium 3 and deuterium, which hasreactor based on the fusion of helium 3 and deuterium, which has a single a single 
nuclear proton and neutron, would produce very few neutrons nuclear proton and neutron, would produce very few neutrons ---- about 1 about 1 
percent of the number generated by the deuteriumpercent of the number generated by the deuterium--tritium reaction. "You tritium reaction. "You 
could safely build a helium 3 plant in the middle of a big city,could safely build a helium 3 plant in the middle of a big city," " KulcinskiKulcinski
said. said. 



Helium 3 fusion is also ideal for powering spacecraft and iHelium 3 fusion is also ideal for powering spacecraft and interstellar nterstellar 
travel. While offering the high performance power of fusion travel. While offering the high performance power of fusion ---- "a classic "a classic 
Buck Rogers propulsion system" Buck Rogers propulsion system" ---- helium 3 rockets would require less helium 3 rockets would require less 
radioactive shielding, lightening the load, said Robert Frisbee,radioactive shielding, lightening the load, said Robert Frisbee, an an 
advanced propulsion engineer at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratoryadvanced propulsion engineer at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory in in 
Pasadena California.Pasadena California.

Wisconsin researchers have produced protons from a steadyWisconsin researchers have produced protons from a steady--state state 
deuteriumdeuterium--helium 3 plasma at a rate of 2.6 million reactions per second inhelium 3 plasma at a rate of 2.6 million reactions per second in
a chamber, which is roughly the size of a basketball. "It's prooa chamber, which is roughly the size of a basketball. "It's proof of f of 
principle, but a long way from producing electricity or making aprinciple, but a long way from producing electricity or making a power power 
source out of it," source out of it," KulcinskiKulcinski said. The next generation of helium 3 fusion said. The next generation of helium 3 fusion 
reactors are expected to be completely void of radiation.reactors are expected to be completely void of radiation.

While it's true that to produce roughly 70 tons of helium 3While it's true that to produce roughly 70 tons of helium 3, for example, a , for example, a 
million tons of lunar soil would need to be heated to 1,470 degrmillion tons of lunar soil would need to be heated to 1,470 degrees ees 
Fahrenheit (800 degrees Celsius) to liberate the gas. "There's eFahrenheit (800 degrees Celsius) to liberate the gas. "There's enough in nough in 
the Mare Tranquillitatis alone to last for several hundred yearsthe Mare Tranquillitatis alone to last for several hundred years," ," 
according to Apollo17 astronaut and FTI researcher Harrison Schmaccording to Apollo17 astronaut and FTI researcher Harrison Schmitt. itt. 
�Besides the helium, a mining process would produce water and ox�Besides the helium, a mining process would produce water and oxygen ygen 
as byas by--products,� he says.products,� he says.



70 Tons of helium70 Tons of helium--3 would have a cash value of $400 Billion in terms of its 3 would have a cash value of $400 Billion in terms of its 
current energy equivalent in oil.current energy equivalent in oil.

Following an idea put forward by two European scientists ofFollowing an idea put forward by two European scientists of conserving conserving 
distinct regions on Mars, the ROC team acquired the mineral righdistinct regions on Mars, the ROC team acquired the mineral rights to ts to 
Seven hundred million acres of Mars and designated these 8 regioSeven hundred million acres of Mars and designated these 8 regions as ns as 
the first �Extraterrestrial Nature Preserves�. The team has agrethe first �Extraterrestrial Nature Preserves�. The team has agreed to set ed to set 
them aside as preserve regions, prior to the public and corporatthem aside as preserve regions, prior to the public and corporate ability e ability 
to obtain those rights. to obtain those rights. 

Dr. Resnick (NASA Scholar, scientist and consultant to NASADr. Resnick (NASA Scholar, scientist and consultant to NASA) states ) states 
"Space law does not allow countries to have land ownership on pl"Space law does not allow countries to have land ownership on planets anets 
and moons in the solar system but it does allow for the Mineral and moons in the solar system but it does allow for the Mineral Rights to Rights to 
be obtained by individuals and companies. The countries party tobe obtained by individuals and companies. The countries party to the the 
Space Treaty Act have agreed that none of them has either jurisdSpace Treaty Act have agreed that none of them has either jurisdiction iction 
nor ownership of any extraterrestrial body, nor samples.�nor ownership of any extraterrestrial body, nor samples.�

Dr. Resnick found the loophole in Space Law more than 25 yeDr. Resnick found the loophole in Space Law more than 25 years ago that ars ago that 
he recognized allowed him to claim ownership of all planetary bohe recognized allowed him to claim ownership of all planetary bodies dies 
outside the "Third Planet from the Sun".  In a letter submitted outside the "Third Planet from the Sun".  In a letter submitted to the to the 
World Court at the Hague, and to the United Nations in New York World Court at the Hague, and to the United Nations in New York City, City, 
the claim has never been challenged in more than  25+ years.the claim has never been challenged in more than  25+ years.



Dr. Resnick was structuring the Universal Mineral Leases ReDr. Resnick was structuring the Universal Mineral Leases Registry gistry 
(UMLR.us) when his partner, Guy Cramer, had read the article on (UMLR.us) when his partner, Guy Cramer, had read the article on the the 
Mars parks proposal and discussed the ability with Dr. Resnick aMars parks proposal and discussed the ability with Dr. Resnick and Dr. nd Dr. 
O'Neill to implement the preserve idea into reality through the O'Neill to implement the preserve idea into reality through the UMLR. UMLR. 
The ROC team agreed and decided to obtain the mineral rights to The ROC team agreed and decided to obtain the mineral rights to these these 
regions, to set them aside as protected areas, prior to the publregions, to set them aside as protected areas, prior to the public launch of ic launch of 
the UMLR.the UMLR.

This loophole in Space law has been a growing concern to ScThis loophole in Space law has been a growing concern to Scientists, ientists, 
however, most were unaware that Dr. Resnick had foreseen some ofhowever, most were unaware that Dr. Resnick had foreseen some of these these 
issues long ago when he asserted claims of ownership to all issues long ago when he asserted claims of ownership to all 
extraterrestrial bodies by letter notification sent to both the extraterrestrial bodies by letter notification sent to both the World Court World Court 
at the Hague in the Netherlands, and to the United Nations, Spacat the Hague in the Netherlands, and to the United Nations, Space e 
Directorate, in New York City.  The claims were asserted more thDirectorate, in New York City.  The claims were asserted more than an 
twenty five years ago to these respective governing bodies.  Buttwenty five years ago to these respective governing bodies.  But since since 
membermember--countries of both the World Court and the United Nations countries of both the World Court and the United Nations 
agreed as signatories to the International Space Treaty that no agreed as signatories to the International Space Treaty that no signatory signatory 
had jurisdiction over any extraterrestrial assets, Dr. Resnick�shad jurisdiction over any extraterrestrial assets, Dr. Resnick�s claim has claim has 
stood unchallenged for more than a quarter of a century.  Under stood unchallenged for more than a quarter of a century.  Under the the 
Doctrine of Estopple, Dr. Resnick�s claim to rightful ownership Doctrine of Estopple, Dr. Resnick�s claim to rightful ownership remains remains 
unchallenged to this day.  Perhaps the reason for this is that eunchallenged to this day.  Perhaps the reason for this is that every legal very legal 
jurisdiction to the Space Treaty agreed that none of the signatojurisdiction to the Space Treaty agreed that none of the signatories has ries has 
any jurisdiction.  Therefore, under terms of the Treaty no countany jurisdiction.  Therefore, under terms of the Treaty no country or ry or 
individual is able to challenge the claim because there is no coindividual is able to challenge the claim because there is no court on the urt on the 
planet Earth that has jurisdiction.  Consequently, Dr. Resnick�splanet Earth that has jurisdiction.  Consequently, Dr. Resnick�s claim is claim is 
held to be incontestable.held to be incontestable.



Each of the Mars designated areas contain representative featureEach of the Mars designated areas contain representative features on s on 
Mars including the solar systems largest Volcano, Mon Olympus, tMars including the solar systems largest Volcano, Mon Olympus, three hree 
times the altitude of Mount Everest and is as wide as the entiretimes the altitude of Mount Everest and is as wide as the entire chain of chain of 
Hawaiian Islands as well as the deepest Trench in the Solar SystHawaiian Islands as well as the deepest Trench in the Solar System, em, 
Valles Marineris whichValles Marineris which is a giant canyon system that runs about 3000 is a giant canyon system that runs about 3000 
miles (4800 kilometers) long, meaning on Earth it would stretch miles (4800 kilometers) long, meaning on Earth it would stretch all the all the 
way from New York City to Los Angeles! The widest point is aboutway from New York City to Los Angeles! The widest point is about 600 600 
kilometers across, and at its deepest point Valles Marineris is kilometers across, and at its deepest point Valles Marineris is about 10 about 10 
kilometers from top to bottom. This is 6 times deeper than the Gkilometers from top to bottom. This is 6 times deeper than the Grand rand 
Canyon in Arizona. The designated historical park holds the landCanyon in Arizona. The designated historical park holds the landing sites ing sites 
of the Viking 1 and Mars Pathfinder spacecraft. Five other regioof the Viking 1 and Mars Pathfinder spacecraft. Five other regions have ns have 
also been allocated for preservation: see photos and locations halso been allocated for preservation: see photos and locations here ere 
http://http://www.yfiles.com/marsparks.htmwww.yfiles.com/marsparks.htm

The North American team issued this statement "We support tThe North American team issued this statement "We support the effort to he effort to 
protect these Martian areas and by virtue of 'protect these Martian areas and by virtue of 'owershipowership' via the Universal ' via the Universal 
Mineral Leases Registry (UMLR), we are designating the areas as Mineral Leases Registry (UMLR), we are designating the areas as 
"preserves"."preserves". This effort constitutes the firstThis effort constitutes the first--ofof--aa--kind "Extraterrestrial kind "Extraterrestrial 
Nature Preserve" established by human beings and sanctioned by tNature Preserve" established by human beings and sanctioned by the he 
owners of the mineral rights located in the Mars regions. Furtheowners of the mineral rights located in the Mars regions. Furthermore we rmore we 
have obtained the mineral rights for a large Lunar area surroundhave obtained the mineral rights for a large Lunar area surrounding the ing the 
Apollo 11 landing site and designated this area as a "World HeriApollo 11 landing site and designated this area as a "World Heritage tage 
Site" which will allow our future space fairing decedents the opSite" which will allow our future space fairing decedents the opportunity portunity 
to see this site as it remains on the timeless lunar soil of ourto see this site as it remains on the timeless lunar soil of our first first 
astronauts landing on another celestial body".astronauts landing on another celestial body".



This UMLR.us subscription membership is filed with the U.S.This UMLR.us subscription membership is filed with the U.S. Patent and Patent and 
Trademark Office and updated semiTrademark Office and updated semi--annually.annually.

The ROC Team has acquired a few other sites of interest on The ROC Team has acquired a few other sites of interest on Mars and the Mars and the 
Moon through the UMLR.us that are of scientific interest, but thMoon through the UMLR.us that are of scientific interest, but they have ey have 
not designated those areas for protection from mineral acquisitinot designated those areas for protection from mineral acquisition or on or 
mining. Consideration will been given by the team to allowing comining. Consideration will been given by the team to allowing countries untries 
open access to most of those areas for selections of landing sitopen access to most of those areas for selections of landing sites to es to 
optimize the scientific aspect of space commerce and to return aoptimize the scientific aspect of space commerce and to return and benefit nd benefit 
future exploration.future exploration.

The ROC team hopes to work with NASA's MoonThe ROC team hopes to work with NASA's Moon--Mars and Beyond Mars and Beyond 
Initiative and International Space Agencies to set aside specifiInitiative and International Space Agencies to set aside specific regions of c regions of 
interest for potential landing, launch, habitat, exploration, eninterest for potential landing, launch, habitat, exploration, environmental, vironmental, 
communication, experimentation, industrialization and communication, experimentation, industrialization and 
commercialization sites.commercialization sites.

With key areas now obtained and protected by the ROC team, With key areas now obtained and protected by the ROC team, the public the public 
now has access of the now has access of the www.UMLR.USwww.UMLR.US for acquisition of mineral rights to for acquisition of mineral rights to 
other areas on the Moon, Mars and any celestial bodyother areas on the Moon, Mars and any celestial body



In November 2004 an article in "Nature Magazine" discussed In November 2004 an article in "Nature Magazine" discussed seven large seven large 
regions on Mars being proposed as Conservation parks by Charles regions on Mars being proposed as Conservation parks by Charles 
Cockell, a microbiologist for the British Antarctic Survey in CaCockell, a microbiologist for the British Antarctic Survey in Cambridge, mbridge, 
and Gerda Horneck, an astrobiologist from the German Aerospace and Gerda Horneck, an astrobiologist from the German Aerospace 
Centre in Cologne, Germany. Each of the proposed areas contains Centre in Cologne, Germany. Each of the proposed areas contains 
representative features on Mars including the largest Volcano, Mrepresentative features on Mars including the largest Volcano, Mount ount 
Olympus, and the deepest Trench, Marineris, in the Solar System.Olympus, and the deepest Trench, Marineris, in the Solar System. The The 
historical park contains the landing sites and space craft artifhistorical park contains the landing sites and space craft artifacts of the acts of the 
USA�s Viking 1 and Mars Pathfinder probes.USA�s Viking 1 and Mars Pathfinder probes.

This map of Mars (© Charles Cockell) highlights six of the This map of Mars (© Charles Cockell) highlights six of the proposed conservation sites proposed conservation sites �� the Polar Park is not shown the Polar Park is not shown 



In December, 2004, a North American team of scientists; Dr.In December, 2004, a North American team of scientists; Dr. Joseph Joseph 
Resnick, Dr. Timothy R. O'Neill and Guy Cramer (ROCResnick, Dr. Timothy R. O'Neill and Guy Cramer (ROC--
Resnick/O'Neill/Cramer team) following the idea as put forth by Resnick/O'Neill/Cramer team) following the idea as put forth by the two the two 
European scientists took steps to assure that these regions woulEuropean scientists took steps to assure that these regions would be d be 
preserved and eventually turned into nature preserves.  This waspreserved and eventually turned into nature preserves.  This was
accomplished by obtaining the mineral rights to these regions toaccomplished by obtaining the mineral rights to these regions to protect protect 
them from the commercialization expected to one day encroach on them from the commercialization expected to one day encroach on these these 
Martian lands.Martian lands.

The 1979 Moon Agreement specifically seeks to regulate the The 1979 Moon Agreement specifically seeks to regulate the exploration exploration 
and exploitation of natural resources found on the Moon and otheand exploitation of natural resources found on the Moon and other r 
celestial bodies; the U.S., Russia, China and many other countricelestial bodies; the U.S., Russia, China and many other countries have es have 
not ratified this agreement.not ratified this agreement.

In December, 2004 the North American team issued this stateIn December, 2004 the North American team issued this statement: "We ment: "We 
support the effort to protect these Martian areas and by virtue support the effort to protect these Martian areas and by virtue of of 
'ownership' via the Universal Mineral Leases Registry (UMLR) we 'ownership' via the Universal Mineral Leases Registry (UMLR) we are are 
designating the areas as "preserves".designating the areas as "preserves". This effort constitutes the firstThis effort constitutes the first--ofof--aa--
kind "Extraterrestrial Nature Preserve" established by human beikind "Extraterrestrial Nature Preserve" established by human beings ngs 
and sanctioned by the owners of the mineral rights located in thand sanctioned by the owners of the mineral rights located in the Mars e Mars 
regions. Furthermore we have obtained the mineral rights for a lregions. Furthermore we have obtained the mineral rights for a largearge



Lunar area surrounding the Apollo 11 landing site and desigLunar area surrounding the Apollo 11 landing site and designated this nated this 
area as a "World Heritage Site" which will allow our future spacarea as a "World Heritage Site" which will allow our future space fairing e fairing 
decedents the opportunity to see this site as it remains on the decedents the opportunity to see this site as it remains on the timeless timeless 
lunar soil of our first astronauts landing on another celestial lunar soil of our first astronauts landing on another celestial body". body". 

This Registry This Registry WWW.UMLR.USWWW.UMLR.US is filed with the U.S. Patent andis filed with the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office and updated semiTrademark Office and updated semi--annually.annually.

The North American team actually obtained areas on Mars largThe North American team actually obtained areas on Mars larger (shown er (shown 
below) than those proposed by the two Europeans and included botbelow) than those proposed by the two Europeans and included both the h the 
Martian North and South Polar regions;Martian North and South Polar regions;

ROC has secured the mineral rights to the following sites on MarROC has secured the mineral rights to the following sites on Mars; the s; the 
first 8 regions are designated parks.first 8 regions are designated parks.



Olympus ParkOlympus Park
141.1°W 141.1°W -- 124.9°W124.9°W
26.5°N26.5°N--10.5°N10.5°N

Olympus Mons rises 23 km (~75,000 ft) above the surrounding plaiOlympus Mons rises 23 km (~75,000 ft) above the surrounding plains and is the highest known peak in the ns and is the highest known peak in the 
Solar System. The altitude of Olympus Mons is three times the alSolar System. The altitude of Olympus Mons is three times the altitude of the largest peak on Earth, Mt. titude of the largest peak on Earth, Mt. 
Everest, and is as wide as the entire chain of Hawaiian Islands.Everest, and is as wide as the entire chain of Hawaiian Islands. The distance from one end of where the The distance from one end of where the 
mountain starts rising to the other side is over 372 miles (600 mountain starts rising to the other side is over 372 miles (600 kilometers). This is farther than the distance kilometers). This is farther than the distance 
from Chicago, Illinois to Minneapolis, Minnesota. So if you thinfrom Chicago, Illinois to Minneapolis, Minnesota. So if you think of Olympus Mons as taking up more space k of Olympus Mons as taking up more space 
than the state of Wisconsin, you will have a good idea of just hthan the state of Wisconsin, you will have a good idea of just how much of the surface of Mars this giant ow much of the surface of Mars this giant 
mountain coversmountain covers..

124.9°W141.1°W

10.5°N10.5°N

26.5°N26.5°N

124.9°W141.1°W

Image Statistics:Image Statistics:
141.1°W 141.1°W -- 124.9°W124.9°W
26.5°N26.5°N--10.5°N10.5°N



MarinerisMarineris ParkPark
101.5°W 101.5°W -- 19.5°W19.5°W
4.0°N4.0°N--28.0°S28.0°S

Valles Marineris is a giant canyon system that runs about 3000 mValles Marineris is a giant canyon system that runs about 3000 miles (4800 kilometers) long, meaning on iles (4800 kilometers) long, meaning on 
Earth it would stretch all the way from New York City to Los AngEarth it would stretch all the way from New York City to Los Angeles! The widest point is about 600 eles! The widest point is about 600 
kilometers across, and at its deepest point Valles Marineris is kilometers across, and at its deepest point Valles Marineris is about 10 kilometers from top to bottom. This is about 10 kilometers from top to bottom. This is 
6 times deeper than the Grand Canyon in Arizona.6 times deeper than the Grand Canyon in Arizona.

19.5°W101.5°W

28.0°S28.0°S

4.0°N4.0°N

19.5°W101.5°W

Image Statistics:
Image size = 256 rows by 656 columns.
Resolution = 8.0000 pixels per degree (true at the equator). 
Scale = 7.4033 kilometers per pixel (true at the equator).



Historical ParkHistorical Park
58.0°W 58.0°W -- 33.0°W33.0°W
30.0°N30.0°N--10.0°N10.0°N

The historical park holds the The historical park holds the thethe landing sites of the Viking 1 and Mars Pathfinder spacecraft. Olanding sites of the Viking 1 and Mars Pathfinder spacecraft. Outflow utflow 
channels have many internal features that indicate they were forchannels have many internal features that indicate they were formed by vast floods of water long ago in the med by vast floods of water long ago in the 
Martian past. The end of the outflow channel Ares Valles was theMartian past. The end of the outflow channel Ares Valles was the landing site for the 1997 Pathfinder rover.landing site for the 1997 Pathfinder rover.

33.0°W58.0°W

10.0°N10.0°N

30.0°N30.0°N

33.0°W58.0°W

Image Statistics:Image Statistics:
Image size = 160 rows by 197 columns.Image size = 160 rows by 197 columns.
Resolution = 8.0000 pixels per degree (true at the equator).Resolution = 8.0000 pixels per degree (true at the equator).
Scale = 7.4033 kilometers per pixel (true at the equator).



DesertDesert ParkPark
--46.0° (314°)W 46.0° (314°)W -- --84.0°(276°)W84.0°(276°)W
29.0°N 29.0°N -- 9.0°S9.0°S

The large, dark, "shark's fin"The large, dark, "shark's fin"--like feature which dominates this face of Mars is called like feature which dominates this face of Mars is called SyrtisSyrtis Major Planitia. Major Planitia. 
SyrtisSyrtis Major Planum, is a lowMajor Planum, is a low--relief volcanic shield of probable basaltic composition. This warelief volcanic shield of probable basaltic composition. This was the first s the first 
feature identified on the surface of the planet by early terrestfeature identified on the surface of the planet by early terrestrial observers in the Seventeenth Century. It was rial observers in the Seventeenth Century. It was 
used by Christian Huygens to measure the rotation rate of Mars used by Christian Huygens to measure the rotation rate of Mars -- a a martianmartian day is about 24 hours and 37 day is about 24 hours and 37 
minutes.minutes.

-84.0°W-46.0°W

9.0°S9.0°S

29.0°N29.0°N

-84.0°W-46.0°W

Image Statistics:Image Statistics:
Image size = 304 rows by 304 columns.Image size = 304 rows by 304 columns.
Resolution = 8.0000 pixels per degree (true at the equator). Resolution = 8.0000 pixels per degree (true at the equator). 
Scale = 7.4033 kilometers per pixel (true at the equator).Scale = 7.4033 kilometers per pixel (true at the equator).



HellasHellas ParkPark
--44.5° (315.5°)W 44.5° (315.5°)W -- --84.5°(275.5°)W84.5°(275.5°)W
25.5°S 25.5°S -- 55.5°S55.5°S

Hellas Planitia is the largest impact basin in the southern highHellas Planitia is the largest impact basin in the southern highlands. The Hellas basin is roughly 1430 miles lands. The Hellas basin is roughly 1430 miles 
(2300 kilometers) across. That is about half the size of the USA(2300 kilometers) across. That is about half the size of the USA! The crater was formed by a giant impact ! The crater was formed by a giant impact 
during the Heavy Bombardment period of the early Solar System, aduring the Heavy Bombardment period of the early Solar System, approximately 3.9 billion years ago. Hellas pproximately 3.9 billion years ago. Hellas 
Planitia also contains the lowest elevation point on Mars, reachPlanitia also contains the lowest elevation point on Mars, reaching about 9 kilometers below the surrounding ing about 9 kilometers below the surrounding 
highlands.highlands.

-84.5°W--44.544.5°°WW

55.555.5°°SS55.555.5°°SS

25.525.5°°SS25.5°S

-84.5°W--44.544.5°°WW

Image Statistics:
Image size = 240 rows by 289 columns.
Resolution = 8.0000 pixels per degree (true at the equator). 
Scale = 7.4033 kilometers per pixel (true at the equator).



SouthernSouthern ParkPark
50.2°W 50.2°W -- --24.2°(335.8°)W24.2°(335.8°)W
50.5°S 50.5°S -- 82.5°S82.5°S

The Southern Highlands are mostly plateaus covered with many craThe Southern Highlands are mostly plateaus covered with many craters and contains most of the oldest rocks ters and contains most of the oldest rocks 
visible on Mars.visible on Mars.

-24.2°W50.2°W

82.5°S82.5°S

50.5°S50.5°S

-24.2°W50.2°W

Image Statistics:
Image size = 256 rows by 378 columns.
Resolution = 8.0000 pixels per degree (true at the equator). 
Scale = 7.4033 kilometers per pixel (true at the equator).



NorthNorth PolarPolar ParkPark
50.3°W 50.3°W -- --50.3°(309.7°)W50.3°(309.7°)W
90°N 90°N -- 83.0°N83.0°N

Planum Boreum is the plain at the Martian north pole. It containPlanum Boreum is the plain at the Martian north pole. It contains layers of both light and dark material in a s layers of both light and dark material in a 
spiral pattern. In the winter, this spiral material is covered bspiral pattern. In the winter, this spiral material is covered by carbon dioxide ice, but during the summer y carbon dioxide ice, but during the summer 
much of the ice sublimes (turns from solid to gas) and exposes tmuch of the ice sublimes (turns from solid to gas) and exposes the plain. Much of the rest of the ice is actually he plain. Much of the rest of the ice is actually 
waterwater--ice, and remains as a fairly permanent ice cap even in the summeice, and remains as a fairly permanent ice cap even in the summertime. The north pole plain is rtime. The north pole plain is 
surrounded by many active sand dunes.surrounded by many active sand dunes.

-50.3°W50.3°W

83.0°N83.0°N

90.0°N90.0°N

-50.3°W50.3°W

Image Statistics:Image Statistics:
Image size = 28 rows by 49 columns.Image size = 28 rows by 49 columns.
Resolution = 4.0000 pixels per degree (true at the equator). Resolution = 4.0000 pixels per degree (true at the equator). 
Scale = 14.8065 kilometers per pixel (true at the equator). Scale = 14.8065 kilometers per pixel (true at the equator). 



South PolarSouth Polar ParkPark
50.3°W 50.3°W -- --50.3°(309.7°)W50.3°(309.7°)W
84°S 84°S -- 90.0°S90.0°S

Planum Australe is the plain at the Martian south pole. Just likPlanum Australe is the plain at the Martian south pole. Just like the Planum Boreum, it is covered by carbon e the Planum Boreum, it is covered by carbon 
dioxide ice in the winter and has a remnant ice cap during the Mdioxide ice in the winter and has a remnant ice cap during the Martian summer. It also has layers of light and artian summer. It also has layers of light and 
dark material curved into a spiral pattern like the northern poldark material curved into a spiral pattern like the northern pole. However, the layers of material of the south e. However, the layers of material of the south 
pole are more extensive than the north pole, and Planum Australepole are more extensive than the north pole, and Planum Australe has fewer active sand dunes.has fewer active sand dunes.

-50.3°W50.3°W

90.0°S90.0°S

84.0°S84.0°S

-50.3°W50.3°W

Image Statistics:
Image size = 24 rows by 42 columns.
Resolution = 4.0000 pixels per degree (true at the equator). 
Scale = 14.8065 kilometers per pixel (true at the equator).



The ROC Team has acquired a few other sites of interest on Mars The ROC Team has acquired a few other sites of interest on Mars and the Moon through the UMLR that are and the Moon through the UMLR that are 
of scientific interest.  These regions below are not designated of scientific interest.  These regions below are not designated for protection from mineral acquisition nor for protection from mineral acquisition nor 
mining.mining.

Terra Meridiani ClaimTerra Meridiani Claim
8.0°W 8.0°W -- --8.0°(352°)W8.0°(352°)W

8.0°N 8.0°N -- 8.0°S8.0°S

-8.0°W8.0°W

8.08.0°°SS8.0°S

8.08.0°°NN8.08.0°°NN

-8.0°W8.0°W

Image Statistics:Image Statistics:
Scale = 3.7016 kilometers per pixel (true at the equator). Scale = 3.7016 kilometers per pixel (true at the equator). 
Bottom Latitude = 8.0 degrees south. Bottom Latitude = 8.0 degrees south. 
Left Longitude = 8.0 degrees west. Left Longitude = 8.0 degrees west. 
Right Longitude = Right Longitude = --8.0 (352) degrees west8.0 (352) degrees west



CCedonia Aedonia A--51M Claim51M Claim
12.2°W 12.2°W -- --7.1°W7.1°W
43.0°N 43.0°N -- 39.0°N39.0°N

7.1°W12.212.2°°WW

39.0°N39.0°N

43.043.0°°NN43.0°N

7.1°W12.2°W



Reputed �Face� and Reputed �Face� and 
Pyramids on Mars Pyramids on Mars 
claimed by ROCclaimed by ROC



Arabia MeridianiArabia Meridiani AA--52M Claim52M Claim
--6.2°(353.8°)W 6.2°(353.8°)W -- --10.2°(349.8°)W10.2°(349.8°)W

12.0°N 12.0°N -- 8.0°N8.0°N

7.1°W12.2°W

39.039.0°°NN39.0°N

43.0°N43.0°N

7.1°W12.2°W

Image Statistics:Image Statistics:
Scale = 0.2314 kilometers per pixel (true at the equator).Scale = 0.2314 kilometers per pixel (true at the equator).
Top Latitude = 43.0 degrees north.Top Latitude = 43.0 degrees north.
Bottom Latitude = 39.0 degrees north.Bottom Latitude = 39.0 degrees north.
Left Longitude = 12.2 degrees west.Left Longitude = 12.2 degrees west.
Right Longitude = 7.1 degrees westRight Longitude = 7.1 degrees west



Arabia MeridianiArabia Meridiani AA--52M Claim52M Claim
--6.2°(353.8°)W 6.2°(353.8°)W -- --10.2°(349.8°)W10.2°(349.8°)W

12.0°N 12.0°N -- 8.0°N8.0°N

-10.2°W--6.26.2°°WW

8.0°N8.08.0°°NN

12.0°N12.0°N

--10.210.2°°WW--6.26.2°°WW

Image Statistics:Image Statistics:
Scale = 0.9254 kilometers per pixel (true at the equator). Scale = 0.9254 kilometers per pixel (true at the equator). 
Top Latitude = 12.0 degrees north. Top Latitude = 12.0 degrees north. 
Bottom Latitude = 8.0 degrees north. Bottom Latitude = 8.0 degrees north. 
Left Longitude = Left Longitude = --6.2 (353.8) degrees west. 6.2 (353.8) degrees west. 
Right Longitude = Right Longitude = --10.2 (349.8) degrees west 10.2 (349.8) degrees west 



The following shows all Eight Mars Park Regions and the three MaThe following shows all Eight Mars Park Regions and the three Mars ROC claims (not under park status)rs ROC claims (not under park status)



The ROC Team has acquired a few other sites of interest on Mars The ROC Team has acquired a few other sites of interest on Mars and the and the 
Moon through the UMLR that are of scientific interest, but they Moon through the UMLR that are of scientific interest, but they have not have not 
designated those areas for protection from mineral acquisition odesignated those areas for protection from mineral acquisition or mining.r mining.
Consideration will been given by the team to allowing countrieConsideration will been given by the team to allowing countries open access s open access 
to most of those areas for selections of landing sites to optimito most of those areas for selections of landing sites to optimize the science ze the science 

return and benefit for exploration.return and benefit for exploration.

References: 
http://www.nature.com/news/2004/041122/full/041122-15.html#B2
http://www.space.com/news/international_moon_041201.html
http://www.windows.ucar.edu/tour/link=/mars/interior/Martian_volcanos.html
http://www.adlerplanetarium.org/learn/planets/mars/olympusmons.ssi
http://www.adlerplanetarium.org/learn/planets/mars/vallesmarineris.ssi
http://www.adlerplanetarium.org/learn/planets/mars/chryseplanitia.ssi
http://hubblesite.org/newscenter/newsdesk/archive/releases/1991/05/image/a
http://shop.store.yahoo.com/spaceimages/symahe.html
http://www.adlerplanetarium.org/learn/planets/mars/hellasplanitia.ssi
http://www.adlerplanetarium.org/learn/planets/mars/planumboreum.ssi
http://www.adlerplanetarium.org/learn/planets/mars/highlands_lowlands.ssi
http://www.adlerplanetarium.org/learn/planets/mars/planumaustrale.ssi
www.universalmineralleasesregistry.com



Moon (Lunar) ParkMoon (Lunar) Park
Mare Tranquillitatis Mare Tranquillitatis -- Sea of Tranquility Sea of Tranquility 

Apollo 11 Landing Site PreserveApollo 11 Landing Site Preserve
World Heritage SiteWorld Heritage Site

--21.1°E 21.1°E -- 25.8°E25.8°E
2.7°N 2.7°N -- 1.3°S1.3°S

25.8°E21.1°E

1.3°S1.3°S

2.7°N2.7°N

25.8°E21.1°E

Image Statistics:Image Statistics:
Image size = 256 rows by 297 columns.Image size = 256 rows by 297 columns.
Resolution = 64.0000 pixels per degree (true at the equator). Resolution = 64.0000 pixels per degree (true at the equator). 
Scale = 0.4738 kilometers per pixel (true at the equator).Scale = 0.4738 kilometers per pixel (true at the equator).



Near Side (HeliumNear Side (Helium--3 / Exploration) Region3 / Exploration) Region
260.0°E 260.0°E -- 100.0°E100.0°E

86.4°N 86.4°N -- 85.9°S85.9°S

Near SideNear Side

100.0°E260.0°E

85.9°S85.9°S

86.4°N86.4°N

100.0°E260.0°E

Image Statistics:Image Statistics:
Scale = 1.8952 kilometers per pixel (true at the equator). Scale = 1.8952 kilometers per pixel (true at the equator). 
Top Latitude = 86.4 degrees north. Top Latitude = 86.4 degrees north. 
Bottom Latitude = 85.9 degrees south. Bottom Latitude = 85.9 degrees south. 
Right Longitude = 100.0 degrees east. Right Longitude = 100.0 degrees east. 
Left Longitude = 260.0 degrees eastLeft Longitude = 260.0 degrees east



Lunar North Polar ClaimLunar North Polar Claim
180°E 180°E -- 180°E180°E

90.0°N 90.0°N -- 86.5°N86.5°N

180.0°E180.0°E

86.586.5°°NN86.586.5°°NN

90.090.0°°NN90.0°N

180.0°E180.0180.0°°EE

Image Statistics:
Scale = 0.4003 kilometers per pixel (true at the equator). 
Top Latitude = 90.0 degrees north. 
Bottom Latitude = 86.5 degrees north. 
Right Longitude = 180.0 degrees east. 
Left Longitude = 180.0 degrees east



LunarLunar South Polar ClaimSouth Polar Claim
180°E 180°E -- 180°E180°E

85.8°N 85.8°N -- 90.0°N90.0°N

180.0°E180.0°E

90.0°S90.0°S

85.8°S85.8°S

180.0°E180.0°E

Image Statistics:Image Statistics:
Scale = 0.4003 kilometers per pixel (true at the equator). Scale = 0.4003 kilometers per pixel (true at the equator). 
Top Latitude = Top Latitude = --85.8 degrees south. 85.8 degrees south. 
Bottom Latitude = 90.0 degrees south. Bottom Latitude = 90.0 degrees south. 
Right Longitude = 180.0 degrees east. Right Longitude = 180.0 degrees east. 
Left Longitude = 180.0 degrees eastLeft Longitude = 180.0 degrees east



Moon Moon -- South PoleSouth Pole--Aitken (SPA) basinAitken (SPA) basin
125.0°E 125.0°E -- 235.0°E235.0°E

14.2°S 14.2°S -- 85.8°S85.8°S

235.0°E125.0°E

85.8°S85.8°S

14.2°S14.2°S

235.0°E125.0°E

Image Statistics:
Scale = 1.8952 kilometers per pixel (true at the equator). 
Top Latitude = -14.2 degrees south. 
Bottom Latitude = 85.8 degrees south. 
Right Longitude = 235.0 degrees east. 
Left Longitude = 125.0 degrees east



Moon Moon -- Icarus (Far Side Reserved area for TeleIcarus (Far Side Reserved area for Tele--RadioScopeRadioScope) Region) Region
170.0°E 170.0°E -- 190.0°E190.0°E

10.0°N 10.0°N -- 10.0°S10.0°S

190.0190.0°°EE170.0°E

10.0°S10.0°S

10.010.0°°NN10.0°N

190.0°E170.0170.0°°EE

Image Statistics:Image Statistics:
Scale = 1.8952 kilometers per pixel (true at the equator). Scale = 1.8952 kilometers per pixel (true at the equator). 
Top Latitude = 10.0 degrees north. Top Latitude = 10.0 degrees north. 
Bottom Latitude = 10.0 degrees south. Bottom Latitude = 10.0 degrees south. 
Right Longitude = 190.0 degrees east. Right Longitude = 190.0 degrees east. 
Left Longitude = 170.0 degrees eastLeft Longitude = 170.0 degrees east



Lunar Mineral ClaimLunar Mineral Claim-- Privately held Privately held -- Owner wishes to remain anonymous Owner wishes to remain anonymous 
at this time .  This is the only region on the near side of the at this time .  This is the only region on the near side of the lunar surface lunar surface 

outside of the ROC claimsoutside of the ROC claims
Moon Moon -- Lacus Lacus SomniorumSomniorum "Lake of Dreams""Lake of Dreams"

20.8°E 20.8°E -- 39.2°E39.2°E
44.0°N 44.0°N -- 32.0°N32.0°N

39.2°E20.8°E

32.0°N32.0°N

44.0°N44.0°N

39.2°E20.8°E

Image Statistics:Image Statistics:
Scale = 1.8952 kilometers per pixel (true at the equator). Scale = 1.8952 kilometers per pixel (true at the equator). 
Top Latitude = 44.0 degrees north. Top Latitude = 44.0 degrees north. 
Bottom Latitude = 32.0 degrees north. Bottom Latitude = 32.0 degrees north. 
Right Longitude = 39.2 degrees east. Right Longitude = 39.2 degrees east. 
Left Longitude = 20.8 degrees eastLeft Longitude = 20.8 degrees east



The following map shows all Lunar Parks, Preserves and ROC claimThe following map shows all Lunar Parks, Preserves and ROC claims (not s (not 
under park status)under park status)



With key areas now obtained and protected by the ROC team the puWith key areas now obtained and protected by the ROC team the public blic 
now has access to Space and to the now has access to Space and to the Universal Mineral Leases RegistryUniversal Mineral Leases Registry for for 

acquisition of mineral rights to other areas on the Moon, Mars aacquisition of mineral rights to other areas on the Moon, Mars and beyond nd beyond 
and to share in the legacy of Man�s development and commercializand to share in the legacy of Man�s development and commercialization of ation of 

space. space. 

These actions were taken in order to allow the general public tThese actions were taken in order to allow the general public to share in the o share in the 
commercialization and exploration of Space.commercialization and exploration of Space.
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